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Abstract 
The mammalian brain is assembled from thousands of neuronal cell types, which are 
organized in distinct circuits to perform behaviorally relevant computations.  
Transgenic mouse lines with different cell types selectively marked would facilitate 
our ability to dissect functional components of complex circuits. We performed a 
screen for cell type-specific GFP expression in the retina using BAC transgenic mice 
from the GENSAT project. Among others we identified mouse lines in which the 
inhibitory cell types of the night vision and directional selective circuit are selectively 
labeled. We quantified the stratification patterns to predict potential synaptic 
connectivity between marked cells of different lines and show that some of the lines 
enable targeted recordings and imaging of cell types from developing or mature 
retinal circuits. Then, we selected some of those mouse lines and genetically profiled 
the labeled cell types to reveal if adult cell types have a unique genetic fingerprint. 
Our data suggests that each cell type has a unique genetic signature that is likely to 
be a consequence of a unique transcriptional code in each cell type. A hierarchical 
clustering of the cell types showed that each cell type cluster to their corresponding 
biological cell class. We found genes exclusively expressed for cell classes and for 
biologically relevant combinations of cell types. 
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Introduction 
 
 
 
The extensive diversity of neurons in the brain poses significant challenges for 
the understanding of the structure and function of neuronal circuits 1-3. Cells that have 
similar morphology and function, and are marked by the same immunohistochemical 
marker, are called a cell type. Cell types that share broader features like localization 
of their cell bodies in a distinct stratum, but differ in their morphology and function, 
are defined as a cell class.  
Developmental studies 4, 5 have revealed that temporally and spatially restricted 
expression of genes is responsible for the formation of individual cell types. But little 
is known about how long after final cell division it is necessary to keep specialized 
gene expression patterns. Here we ask if adult cell types have a unique genetic 
fingerprint. Moreover, we were interested in correlating functional relationships with 
genetic relationships among cell types.   
The main bottleneck to addressing such questions is the lack of in vivo markers 
that specifically label cell types or classes and which would allow those cells to be 
isolated. Since the number of neuronal cell types in the brain is predicted to be very 
large, it is unlikely that unique promoters can be found for each cell type. In contrast, 
in restricted brain areas such as the olfactory bulb, cerebellum, local cortical regions 
or, in particular, the retina such specificity might exist. As an example, the innate 
promoter for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) labels different cell types in the whole 
brain, but in the retina it marks only the starburst amacrine cells 6. The Gene 
Expression Nervous System Atlas (GENSAT) project generated hundreds of mouse 
lines which express green fluorescent protein (GFP) driven by different bacterial 
artificial chromosomes (BACs) 7. But a comprehensive mapping of these mouse lines 
to individual cell types in different brain regions has not yet been performed. In order 
to approach the scientific questions posed above, my first goal was to identify mouse 
lines that specifically mark individual cell types, or combinations, in the retina. My 
second goal was to reveal the genetic identity of 14 cell types or classes labeled in 
individual mouse lines and compare them.  
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The	
  retina	
  as	
  a	
  model	
  system	
  
 
The retina is an ideal brain region to screen for cell type-specific genetic 
markers 8, 9, since many cell types have already been defined morphologically. The 
retina is a part of the brain localized at the back-side of the eye. It processes 
incoming light information and sends the resulting neural activity patterns to higher 
brain regions (Fig. 1). 
 
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the mouse eye and the retina.  
 
Mammalian retinas share a common architecture (Fig. 2a–c) 10-12: most of their 
50-60 cell types are regularly spaced across the retina, and are neatly laminated in 
narrow strata. Retinal cells are organized in a number of different circuits that 
perform parallel computations of the visual scene 13. Cone photoreceptors, which are 
the light sensors during daylight, connect to approximately ten types of bipolar cells. 
Half of the cone bipolar cells are activated by decreases (OFF cells), and the other 
half by increases (ON cells) in light intensity. Axon terminals of OFF and ON bipolar 
cells settle at different depths within the inner plexiform layer (IPL) in a stereotyped 
manner: OFF terminals in the distal part and ON terminals in the proximal. Order 
exists at an even finer scale; bipolar cell terminals occupy one or only a few of the 10 
IPL strata (Fig. 3a). Dendrites of more than a dozen types of ganglion cells also 
arborize in these strata, and receive excitatory input from co-stratified bipolar cell 
terminals. The response polarity of a ganglion cell is determined by the types of 
bipolar cells that provide input: ON, OFF or ON-OFF. The excitatory route from 
photoreceptor to ganglion cell is longer during low light levels when rods are the 
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active light sensors. Rods connect to rod bipolar cells, which terminate in the most 
proximal part of the IPL (Fig. 2b). Rod bipolar cells excite a set of interneurons, the 
A2 amacrine cells, that provide inhibitory input to OFF bipolar cells and are 
electrically coupled to ON cone bipolar cells, which in turn activate the corresponding 
ganglion cells. Alternative rod pathways have also been described 14, 15.  
 
Figure 2. Retinal cell types and their stratification properties. a–b, Schematic overview of cone (a) and 
rod (b) pathways. Black arrows indicate the flow of information. c; cone b;  bipolar cell, g; ganglion cell, 
r; rod, rb; rod bipolar cell, a; amacrine cell. c, Inhibitory cell classes in the retina. h; horizontal cell, a; 
amacrine cell.  
The excitatory cone and rod pathways are modified by two classes of inhibitory 
interneurons (Fig. 2c). The photoreceptor-to-bipolar synapse in the outer plexiform 
layer (OPL) is regulated by horizontal cells, which are of a single type in mice and 
exist in two types in most other mammals. The excitatory synapse between bipolar 
and ganglion cells is modulated by amacrine cells. These cells receive excitatory 
input from bipolar cells, and they feedback and feed-forward to bipolar terminals and 
ganglion cell dendrites, respectively. Amacrine cells are extremely diverse; more 
than 30 morphological types have been described 16, giving rise to almost half of all 
retinal cell types. The function of most of them is unknown. Two broad subclasses of 
amacrine cells have been differentiated based on coarse morphology 10, 11. Wide field 
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cells have larger processes and these processes are confined to thin IPL strata. Two 
highly studied subtypes of wide field cells are the starburst cells, which were 
implicated in the circuit of directionally selective ganglion cells, and the A17 cells, 
which have been suggested to modify the flow of information from rod bipolar cells to 
A2 amacrine cells 10, 11. The neural processes of narrow-field cells, like A2 cells, are 
laterally confined and organized vertically, spanning several strata of the IPL 10, 11. 
The retina also contains glia cells called Müller glia.  
The defined complex structure of cell types within the retina makes it a very 
attractive model for studying the genetic identity of individual cell types. In the first 
part of my thesis, I will focus on the identification of mouse lines with retinal cell 
type/class-specific labeling. In the second part, I analyzed the gene expression 
patterns of 14 different cell types/classes isolated from identified mouse lines. 
  11 
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Introduction 
 
In order to find mouse lines in which retinal cell types are specifically labeled, 
we took advantage of the finding that both the cell bodies and the neural processes 
of most retinal cell types are arranged in different layers. In some cases, specific 
antibodies are also available to mark individual or combination of cell types. We 
screened the retinas of 536 mouse lines generated in the GENSAT project. We 
observed stratum- or cell type-restricted GFP labeling in ~100 mouse lines. Among 
the labeled cell types, we found the well-known AII, A17 and starburst amacrine cells 
and also several ganglion cell types projecting to different target regions in higher 
visual centers. Quantification of cell stratification within the retina allowed us to 
predict connectivity between different cell types. Our screen provides the means for 
targeted recordings from identified retinal cells, for developmental studies of axon 
guidance, neural connectivity, cell type specification and cell type specific gene 
expression. The different retinal labeling patterns have been organized in a publicly 
available database (http://www.gensat.org/retina.jsp) from which 3D confocal stacks 
as well as optical sections can be downloaded. 
 
Results 
Screening strategy 
 
We analyzed the retinas of 536 GENSAT mouse lines, each created with a 
different BAC. One retina of each eye pair was processed for wholemount labeling 
with anti-GFP and anti-ChAT antibodies (Fig. 3a–b). The anti-ChAT antibody labels 
a subset of amacrine cells that have processes in two thin strata within the inner 
plexiform layer (IPL), thereby providing a natural “depth marker”17 (Fig. 3a). To label 
the nuclear layers, we stained the cell nuclei with diamidino-phenylindole (DAPI). All 
GFP-positive retinas were scanned in 3D at three wavelengths using a confocal 
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microscope, allowing for the separate visualization of GFP, ChAT and DAPI. 
Stratification was quantified relative to the ChAT strata (Fig. 3a,b, Supplementary 
Fig. 15 and Experimental Procedures) 18. After obtaining information about the 
stratification pattern from the first retina, we sectioned the second retina and stained 
with a variety of antibodies. We grouped the different retinas according to the labeled 
cell classes in the outer and inner retina. 
 
Figure 3. Definition of IPL strata. a, Left, confocal images of vertical sections of mouse retinas labeled 
with a combination of ChAT (red), Th (green), Calretinin (green), and PKC (green) antibodies and DAPI 
(blue).  Right, antibody labeling profiles for Th (dashed line), Calretinin (black line) and PKC (dotted line) 
in relation to the ChAT strata (red) and the DAPI (blue) labeled nuclear layers. These profiles define 10 
strata in the IPL (see Experimental Procedures). b, Left, example of a vertical optical section from a 
GENSAT retina. Right, depth distribution of the GFP (green), ChAT (red) and DAPI (blue) signals (see 
Experimental Procedures). The GFP labeled processes are located between the ChAT strata in stratum 
4 and 6 in the IPL. Scale bars, 20 µm.
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Labeled cell types in the outer retina 
The outer retina is populated by photoreceptors, horizontal cells and bipolar 
cells. For all three cell classes, we found transgenic mouse lines that highlighted 
individual cell types. Chrnb4 marked cone photoreceptors, indicated by the 
characteristic position of the cell bodies at the outer margin of the outer nuclear layer 
(ONL) and co-labeling with the cone marker peanut agglutinin 19 (Fig. 4a). Cbln4 
labeled only horizontal cells, which were identified by exhibiting lateral processes 
exclusively in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) and by calbindin staining17 (Fig. 4b). 
Additionally, 20 other mouse lines showed horizontal cell labeling in combination with 
bipolar, amacrine or ganglion cells (Supplementary Table 1).  
We found several transgenic mouse lines with GFP expression only in bipolar 
cells. Dbx1 specifically yet sparsely marked type 5 bipolar cells (Fig. 4c). In other 
transgenic lines dense cell labeling was observed: Kcng4 labeled mostly type 5, 6 
and 7 bipolar cells, Nr5a1 marked bipolar cells with axon terminals close to the 
ganglion cell layer (GCL) (Fig. 4c), Lhx4_KN189 highlighted a subset of bipolar cells 
terminating between the ChAT strata. Furthermore, in several mouse lines specific 
types of bipolar cells were marked in combination with subtypes of amacrine or 
ganglion cells (Supplementary Table 2-3). One example is Syt13 that labeled a 
mixed bipolar and amacrine cell population terminating only in selected OFF strata 
(Fig. 4c). Therefore, our mouse catalogue contains a number of lines that label 
specific cell types with processes in the OPL. 
  15 
 
Figure 4. Cell type specific GFP expression in the ONL. GFP is green and DAPI is blue in all panels. a, 
Cones are labeled in Chrnb4 mice. Left, GFP labeling in the ONL, INL and GCL. Right, GFP (top) and 
PNA (red, middle) labeling and the merge of the two images (down) in vertical sections showing the 
ONL and OPL. b, Horizontal cells are labeled in Cbln4 mice. Left-top, GFP, ChAT (red). Left-down, GFP 
in the ONL, INL and GCL. Right, GFP (top), Calbindin (middle) and merge (down).  c, First column, 
optical sections from selected transgenic mouse lines with different bipolar cell types labeled, ChAT is 
red. Second column, curves represent the fluorescent profiles of GFP, ChAT and DAPI. The dashed line 
shows the location of the two ChAT maxima (see Experimental Procedures). Third column, same as first 
column but only GFP is shown. Fourth-sixth columns, GFP labeling in the ONL, INL and GCL. Scale 
bars, 20 µm.  
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Labeled cell types in the inner retina 
 
The inner retina consists of the amacrine and ganglion cell classes. The 
diverse cell types of each class can be distinguished by their processes stratifying in 
different depths in the IPL. We found more than 60 BAC transgenic lines with one or 
more commonly several types amacrine and/or ganglion cells were marked in a 
stratum-specific way (examples are shown in Fig. 5–10). Doc2b labeled an amacrine 
cell type with processes in the central stratum. Aldh7a1 (Fig. 5), Fgf15 and Igfbp5 
(Fig. 10) marked two mirror symmetric strata between the ChAT strata and the 
corresponding cell bodies in the inner nuclear layer (INL) and GCL. In Ier5, Igfbp2 
and Tgif1 thicker bands at different depths in the IPL were labeled, yet in other BAC 
lines like Pcbd1 and Cartpt narrow strata and thicker bands were marked in 
combination (Fig. 5). The large number of stratum-specific expression patterns 
(Supplementary Table 4–8) raised the possibility that in several mouse lines 
individual amacrine or ganglion cell types are selectively labeled. 
There are few well studied amacrine cell types 10, 11 with characteristic 
morphology and defined function for which immunohistochemical markers are 
available. We tested if those distinct cell types are present and uniquely labeled in 
our mouse catalogue. One of the cell types are the mirror symmetric starburst 
amacrine cells with cell bodies in the INL and GCL. These cells are a key component 
of directional selective circuits 20 and are marked with the anti-ChAT antibody 17. We 
found eight mouse lines with GFP and ChAT double positive neurons (Fig. 6 and 
Fig. 8a): In Ppm2c, almost all ChAT-positive cells were GFP-positive, suggesting a 
one-to-one relation between the GFP-positive amacrine cells and the starburst 
amacrine cells. In Klf13, Scube2 and Slc5a7, a fraction of ChAT-positive cells were 
GFP-labeled. In Nrip3 and Cbln2, ChAT-positive cells and another amacrine cell type 
stratifying at the proximal part of the IPL were marked. Interestingly, in Pcbd1 and 
Nrip3, only the ChAT-positive OFF stratum was labeled together with proximal IPL 
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strata, suggesting genetic differences in the mirror symmetric ON and OFF starburst 
amacrine cells. 
Figure 5. IPL 
stratum specific 
GFP 
expression in 
the INL in 
amacrine cell 
types (some 
also have 
ganglion types 
labeled). GFP 
is green, ChAT 
is red and DAPI 
is blue in all 
panels. First 
column, optical 
sections from 
selected 
transgenic 
mouse lines. 
Second 
column, curves 
represent the 
fluorescent 
profiles of GFP, 
ChAT and 
DAPI in the 
IPL. The 
dashed line 
shows the location of the two ChAT maxima (see Experimental Procedures). Third column, same as first 
column but only GFP is shown. Arrow in Ier5 shows an interplexiform cell. Scale bars, 20 µm.  
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Figure 6. 
Identification of 
GENSAT mice with 
GFP labeled 
starburst amacrine 
cell types. GFP is 
green, ChAT is red 
and DAPI is blue in 
all panels. Vertical 
optical sections 
from four transgenic 
mouse lines which 
show colocalization 
with the ChAT 
antibody (red). 
Arrows indicate 
GFP and cholinergic 
positive cell bodies. 
Scale bar, 10 µm  
 
Other examples of well studied amacrine cells with characteristic morphology 
are the AII and the A17 cells of the rod pathway. AII cells can be identified with the 
anti-disabled homolog 1 (Dab1) antibody 21. In six mouse lines Dab1 labeled GFP-
positive cells in the INL (Fig. 7, Fig. 8b–c). These mouse lines can be further 
distinguished based on the distribution of the GFP labeled cells throughout the retina: 
In the Fam81a line, the GFP-labeled cells almost covered the whole retina whereas 
in the Slc18a3 line only a few cells were GFP-labeled.  
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Figure 7. Identification of GENSAT mice with GFP labeled AII amacrine cell types. GFP is green and 
DAPI is blue in all panels. a, Stratification of the GFP labeled cells in the IPL referring to the ChAT 
antibody labeling in red. b, Colocalization of a subclass of GFP labeled cells with the AII amacrine cell 
marker Dab1 (red). Arrows indicate cell bodies which are Dab1 and GFP positive. Scale bar, 10 µm.  
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  21 
Figure 8. Identification of GENSAT mice with GFP labeled amacrine cell types. GFP is green and DAPI 
is blue in all panels. a, Starburst amacrine cells. Top, vertical optical sections from four transgenic 
mouse lines which show colocalization with the ChAT antibody (red). The lower panel shows the labeled 
cell bodies in the INL and GCL. Arrows indicate GFP and cholinergic positive cell bodies. In Ppm2c all 
cells are double positive (no arrows are shown). b–c, Two transgenic mouse lines with labeled AII 
amacrine cells. On b, stratification of AII amacrine cells. ChAT is red. c shows staining with the AII 
amacrine cell marker Dab1 (red). Arrows indicate cell bodies which are Dab1 and GFP positive. d–g, 
A17 amacrine cell. d, Dab1 (purple) labeling. White, open arrows indicate position of Dab1 positive 
cells. e, GABA (red), glutamate dehydroxylase 65/67 (GAD65/67, red) and Glycine (red) staining. Cells 
colocalizing with GFP and GABA and GAD are indicated by white, filled arrows. f, PKC (purple) marked 
rod bipolar cells are in close contact with the GFP positive processes in the proximal part of the IPL 
indicated by white arrows. Lower panels are magnified from the top panels (white boxes). g, A single 
rod bipolar terminal stained with PKC (purple) and the ribbon synapse marker CtBP2 (red). h, Ier5 retina 
stained with Glycine antibody. Arrows indicate interplexiform cell bodies which colocalize with the 
Glycine antibody. i, GFP labeled interplexiform cells of Ier5 contact GFP labeled photoreceptors. Scale 
bars, 20 µm.  
 
In several other mouse lines, a broader stratum, co-stratifying with the axon 
terminals of rod bipolar cells, was uniquely GFP-labeled, raising the possibility that 
the marked cells are the GABAergic A17 cells (see Fig. 9). In the Arc line, GFP-
labeled cells were Dab1- and glycine-negative but stained positive for anti-GABA and 
anti-GAD65/67 antibodies (Fig. 8d–e), suggesting that these amacrine cells are not 
the AII cells. High resolution confocal imaging of the IPL triple-stained with the rod 
bipolar marker, PKC, ribbon synapse marker, CtBP2, and GFP (Fig. 8f–g) indicated 
that the GFP-positive processes likely receive input from rod bipolar cells. Therefore 
at least some of the GFP-positive cells are the A17 cells (evidence will be published 
elsewhere showing that most if not all cells are the A17 cells).  
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Figure 9. 
Identification of 
GENSAT mice with 
GFP labeled 
amacrine cell types 
stratifying in 
stratum 9 and 10 in 
the IPL. GFP is 
green, ChAT is red 
and DAPI is blue in 
all panels. Scale 
bar, 10 µm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another example of an identified cell type was found in the Ier5 line. Ier5 
labeled a subset of amacrine cells that stratified in two bands within the IPL (Fig. 5). 
In the same mouse line a small subset of amacrine cells with processes reaching the 
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OPL (Fig. 5, white arrow) was marked. These OPL-projecting cells were strongly 
labeled with an anti-glycine antibody (Fig. 8h), suggesting that they are the 
glycinergic interplexiform cells of the mouse retina 17. Interestingly, a subset of cone 
photoreceptors were also GFP-positive in this mouse line and many of the cone axon 
terminals were closely opposed to the processes of the Ier5 interplexiform cells (Fig. 
8i). Since glycinergic input to a subset of cone photoreceptors has recently been 
described 22, the GFP-labeled glycinergic interplexiform cells and the GFP-marked 
cones might be synaptically connected. The above examples show that our 
catalogue contains mouse lines with morphologically and immunohistochemically 
characterized GFP labeled amacrine cell types. 
Mouse lines with GFP labeled ganglion cell subsets 23-26 were also present in 
our mouse library. Retinal ganglion cells are the output cells of the retina with 
dendrites occupying narrow IPL strata and axons projecting to different target regions 
in the brain. We screened for mouse lines based on three criteria: The labeled cell 
bodies are in the GCL, GFP positive axons are detectable and selective IPL strata 
are marked (Fig. 10a). The presence of GFP stained axons are important for 
identifying ganglion cells since ~60 % of the cells in the GCL of mice are displaced 
amacrine cells 27. Figure 10a shows that Fgf15 and Cartpt ganglion cells project to 
the upper strata in the superior colliculus (SC) while the axonal projection of Coch 
cells is complementary, terminating in lower SC strata. A similarly complementary 
labeling pattern is shown in the optic tract between Chrna3 and Fgf15 ganglion cells. 
In these examples GFP labeling in the brain was sparse (Fig. 11) and therefore the 
axons of ganglion cells could be followed through serial brain sections up to the 
target regions, this may not be possible if GFP densely labels different brain nuclei. 
These results suggest that similar to amacrine cells, the ganglion cell types are 
selectively labeled in different mouse lines. 
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Figure 10. Identification of GFP labeled ganglion cell types. a, Example of five transgenic mouse lines 
which express GFP in subsets of ganglion cells. Top, schematic view of the main ganglion cell 
projections in the brain. Bottom, GFP is green in the first three rows and brown in the last three rows 
and DAPI is blue in all panels. First row, optical sections, ChAT is red. Second row, curves represent 
the fluorescent profiles of GFP, ChAT and DAPI in the IPL. Third row, GFP labeled axons (white 
arrows). Scale bar, 20 µm. GFP labeling in the optic tract (OT, fourth row), dorsal geniculate (DLG, fifth 
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row) and superior colliculus (SC, sixth row). Scale bar, 1 mm. b, Examples of transgenic mouse lines 
which label non-neuronal cell classes. First column, typical Müller cell morphology in Gpm6a mice. Red, 
calretinin. Second column, Taf13 cells are costained with astrocyte marker GFAP. Third column, 
Csf2rb2 cells are co-labeled with microglia marker CD45. Fourth column, blood vessels were selectively 
labeled in Lgals1, Lef1 and Hey1 mouse lines. Scale bars, 20 µm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Sparse GFP labeling in the 
brain allows one to observe the axonal 
projection of labeled ganglion cells in 
Fgf15, Igfbp5, Chrna3, Coch, Cartpt 
lines. One sagittal section is shown for 
each mouse line, all section can be 
downloaded from www.gensat.org.  
Arrows point to optic tract (OT) and 
the dorsal geniculate (DLG). Scale bar 
1 mm. 
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Finally, our screen yielded markers for all four non-neuronal cell classes in the 
retina (Fig. 10b). In several mouse lines Müller cells were labeled (Supplementary 
Table 9). Astrocytes were marked in Taf13, microglia in Csf2rb2 and blood vessels in 
Lgals9, Lef1 and Heyl (Supplementary Table 10).   
Equivalent stratification groups and connectivity maps 
 
We found that some mouse lines have similar stratification patterns. To 
quantify this similarity, we divided the IPL into 10 strata using antibody markers (Fig. 
3, Experimental Procedures) and determined which strata were GFP labeled. In each 
scan, the depth of the GFP labeled processes within the IPL was normalized to the 
ChAT labeled strata 18 (see Experimental Procedures and Supplementary Fig. 15). 
We assigned a binary string for every stratification pattern (Supplementary Table 1–
10). The first entry of the binary string represented the OPL and the next ten the 
different IPL strata. If the strata had a GFP peak, the entry was “1”, otherwise the 
entry was “0”. We defined an equivalent stratification group as a set of mouse lines 
that had the same binary string. We have found 16 equivalent stratification groups. In 
two of them all 10 strata in the IPL were broadly labeled with or without the OPL. In 
the remaining 14, specific strata or combination of strata were labeled (Fig. 12a).   
An equivalent stratification group may include different BACs which label the 
same cell type, for example the starburst cells (group VIII) or BACs which label 
different cell types but with the same stratification pattern. An example for the latter is 
shown in group VI. The cell types of this group stratify in stratum 1, 2 and 8, but 
Pus10 represents amacrine cells and Lmo2 ganglion and amacrine cells.   
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Figure 12. Stratification analysis of different cell types.  a, Equivalent stratification groups based on the 
assigned binary strings (see Experimental Procedures). Mouse lines which have the same stratification 
pattern in the IPL (groups summarized by Roman numerals) are depicted. GFP labeled strata are 
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represented by black boxes. The ChAT strata are labeled in red. (*1 1700054N08Rik, *2 Cbln2_IF376, *3 
Cbln2_IF387) b, Unique stratification patterns. (*4 AF529169, *5 9930013L23Rik, *6 Cpne6_JS29,*7 
Cpne6_JS7)  c–f, The connectivity score allows one to find  potential synaptic partners of a query 
pattern. c, A GFP labeled ganglion cell is shown (query pattern) with processes in one stratum. d, 
Histogram of connectivity scores between the query pattern and all other candidate patterns is shown 
(see Experimental Procedures). Seven mouse lines had scores larger than or equal to ⅓ (indicated by a 
black arrows). e, The stratification diagram for the eight candidate-connected cells labeled in different 
mouse lines. f, Vertical sections shown for each candidate pattern. GFP (green), ChAT (red) DAPI 
(blue). P: photoreceptor; H: horizontal cell; B: Bipolar cell; A: amacrine cell in INL; G: Cell in GCL; V: 
blood vessels. Scale bars, 10 µm.  
 
 
The example of group XIV with bipolar, amacrine and ganglion cells in the 
same stratum raises the possibility that those cell types might be connected with 
each other in a neuronal circuit. In the inner retina, two cell types can only be 
synaptically connected if their processes co-stratify in at least one IPL stratum. Using 
this principle we searched for GENSAT mouse lines with labeled cells which are 
potentially connected. In the example presented in Figure 12c, we searched for 
mouse lines where at least one GFP positive IPL stratum was the same as the 
dendritic stratification of a ganglion cell type of interest labeled in another mouse line 
(“query pattern”, Fig. 12c).  
Since candidate mouse lines with one or few GFP positive strata are more 
useful than lines with broad IPL labeling, we assigned a connectivity score to each 
search hit (Fig. 12d–f). The score is “1” if the stratification patterns of the query and 
the hit are identical. With increasing number of unmatched GFP strata the score is 
decreasing towards zero (see Experimental Procedures). This methodology enables 
one to define a hypothetical circuit that could be rigorously tested by other 
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methodologies 28 (see Discussion). However the approach may have limited use in 
candidate mouse lines with both ganglion and amacrine cells labeled in more than 
one stratum. It may not be possible to separate the contribution of amacrine and 
ganglion cell processes, as the co-stratification of the candidate cells with the query 
ganglion cell may simply reflect two ganglion cell types in the same stratum.   
Live recordings from labeled cells 
 
The different BAC transgenic mouse strains provide an opportunity to record 
from a variety of cell types in a targeted way. To visualize GFP positive cells for 
targeted recordings the excitation of choice is the two photon (2P) laser which does 
not bleach the photopigments of the retina. To test if the GFP expression is strong 
enough to be detected by 2P microscopy we chose eight mouse lines and examined 
isolated wholemount retinas. Among the lines was one (Fam81a) that had the 
weakest staining in the GFP antibody labeled retina library and others that were 
medium or strongly labeled. In all tested lines the labeled cells were visible under the 
2P microscope (Fig. 13a). Moreover, the strength of fluorescence under live 
conditions correlated with the strength of fluorescence in antibody stained retinas 
(correlation coefficient = 0.5) (Fig. 13b).  
We then performed 2P targeted patch clamp recordings in retinal slices (Fig. 
13c) and in whole mount retinas (Fig. 13d). In both tissue preparations light 
responses could be recorded from GFP marked cells. When the patch-electrodes 
were filled with Lucifer yellow or neurobiotin the processes of the GFP labeled cells 
could be investigated with greater detail (Fig. 13e–f). These results suggest that it 
may be feasible to target and record from GFP marked cells of most lines in the 
mouse library. 
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Figure 13. 2P live imaging of the GFP labeled cells in eight transgenic mouse lines. a, 2P image of GFP 
positive cell bodies in adult wholemount retina in the INL and the GCL.  Top, top-down projections of 
GCL and INL, bottom, vertical projections. The laser intensity and PMT settings were optimized for the 
different lines shown. b, Relationship between the average fluorescence in immunostained retinas 
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scanned with a confocal microscope and in live conditions scanned with 2P microscope. Fluorescence 
was quantified separately in the INL and GCL. Unlike in (a) the laser intensity and PMT settings were 
the same for all 2P and confocal scans and were done on the same day. INL, red, GCL, black. c–d, 2P 
laser targeted electrophysiological recordings of light evoked currents from Arc mice in retinal sections 
(c) and in wholemount retina (d) The left pictures show overlaid infrared and 2P images that are used to 
navigate the pipette to patch the labeled cells. The right panel represents light evoked currents which 
were measured in voltage clamp at -60 mV holding potential. The timing of the light stimulus is indicated 
by the black bar. e, The top row shows live 2P image of Lucifer yellow filled cell in the Gng4-EGFP 
mouse focusing at different planes. The lower row shows immunohistochemical staining for GFP (green) 
and Lucifer yellow (white, red) of the previous live-imaged Lucifer-yellow filled cell. The asterisk marks 
the position of the filled cell body. The arrows indicate GFP positive cell bodies which were visible in the 
2P images as well as in the immunohistochemical staining. f, Neurobiotin-filled cells in the Arc-EGFP 
and the Ier5-EGFP mice. Neurobiotin was visualized with Alexa-555 coupled to streptavidin. Scale bars, 
20 µm.  
In vivo marked strata and cell types can also be utilized for developmental 
studies 29. In five tested lines the GFP labeled cells were clearly visible at postnatal 
day 0 using 2P microscopy (Fig. 14). Therefore strata targeting or postsynaptic 
partner choice can be studied in these and other lines that express GFP at early time 
points. 
 
Figure 14. 2P live imaging of GFP labeled cells in five transgenic mouse lines at postnatal day 0 or 1. 
The pictures show top-down projections of the outer neuroblastic layer (ONBL). Scale bar, 20 µm. 
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Stability of expression patterns across generations. 
In order to be useful for physiological investigations the retinal expression 
patterns should be stable through different generations. We therefore compared the 
expression patterns from our screen with the expression patterns of six mouse lines 
ordered from the public repository of GENSAT mice (MMRRC). The mice were 
passed through a minimum of four and a maximum of nine generations. In all six 
lines the retinal GFP expression patterns, based on stratification and cell class 
labeling, were identical to the GFP labeling of the retinas that were used in our 
screen (results not shown).   
Discussion  
 
We took advantage of the stratification rules of the retina to search GENSAT 
mouse lines for GFP labeled retinal cell types. We have described ~100 mouse lines 
with either defined strata or more specifically retinal cell types marked with GFP. To 
make our data accessible to the research community, we organized the image stacks 
obtained from the 3D retinal confocal scans in a publicly available database 
(http://www.gensat.org/retina.jsp). The user can search the retina database for cell 
classes and/or cell processes located in specific IPL strata. Furthermore, it is 
possible to search for mouse lines where the labeled cells (“candidates”) are 
potentially connected to a cell type of interest (“query”). The resulting candidates are 
ranked according to the number of strata that are co-labeled with the query cell type. 
One use of this search is to find the excitatory and inhibitory cell types that give 
synaptic input to a genetically labeled ganglion cell type 23-26, 30. Many of the BAC 
transgenic mice can be ordered at www.mmrrc.org and the GFP modified BACs can 
be ordered at bacpac.chori.org.  
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Note that in few cases MMRRC supplies the BAC-GFP lines in FVB/N-Swiss 
Webster hybrid background, which is homozygous for the retinal degeneration (rd) 
allele Pde6brd1. Since in the recessive eye disease, rd, the photoreceptor layer 
degenerates, mice have to be backcrossed with for example C57BL/6J mice that lack 
the Pde6brd1 allele. Most of the strains are sent as B6-FVB hybrids, which do not 
have rd but carry the recessive disease allele, therefore crossings should be 
performed with for example the C57BL/6J line. In our hands the backcross of three 
FVB/N-Swiss Webster hybrid strains to C57BL/6J did not have an effect on the 
expression pattern of GFP and in all three lines we were able to measure light 
responses (results not shown). Detailed information about mouse strains with retinal 
degeneration can be found at www.jax.org.  
In a few retinal circuits the participating cell types are already established by 
electron microscopic methods 31, 32. However targeted recordings were not possible 
due to the lack of mouse lines with selectively GFP labeled cell types. For example, 
in the “classical” rod circuit, information flows from rod bipolar cells to AII and A17 
amacrine cells. Our screen resulted mouse lines with either GFP labeled AII or A17 
cells. Since a mouse line labeling rod bipolar cells has already been described 33, all 
components of this circuit can now be targeted for functional studies. 
The variety of stratum- and cell type-specific mouse lines also creates the 
opportunity to study the development in distinct strata and cell types, their neural 
connectivity and axon guidance. The differential axon termination patterns, for 
example of the Coch and Fgf15 ganglion cells in the distinct strata of the superior 
colliculus, allow axon guidance investigations for different ganglion cell types 23-26, 30, 
34. When individual cell types are sparsely and brightly labeled, like in the case of 
type 5 bipolar cells of Dbx1 or the AII cells of Slc18a3, in vivo or in vitro imaging of 
retinal strata targeting by individual cell types is feasible 35. Furthermore, fluorescent 
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activated cell sorting (FACS) of labeled cell types 36 or individual cell picking followed 
by gene chip experiments 37 at different stages of development could provide insight 
into the molecular machinery underlying neural circuit formation. Note that the 
expression patterns in our screen are from adult mice. It is possible that some lines 
do not express GFP early enough to be useful for developmental investigations.  
GFP expression from BACs may reflect the endogenous expression of the 
protein encoded by the unmodified BAC however this might not always be the case.  
The expression pattern may depend on integration site and copy number. 
Furthermore the endogenous promoter might be longer than the sequence included 
in the BAC.  Further work should clarify which GFP patterns reflect the endogenous 
expressions of the corresponding gene.  
 In summary, we screened for retinal cell types in a BAC transgenic mouse 
line library based on the arrangement of retinal cells and their processes in different 
layers of the retina as well as known antibody markers. Since many other brain 
structures like the neocortex and the superior colliculus are also layered structures, a 
similar screen could result in the identification of mouse lines that label individual cell 
types in those brain areas.  
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Supplementary Table 1–10.  Summary of all GENSAT mouse lines with patterned GFP expression. 
The binary stratification string (see Experimental Procedures) and a binary code for labeled cell types 
(see top for cell type order) is shown. The code for a cell type is 1 if the cell type is labeled and 0 if not. 
The grey bar indicates the OPL, the red bars the ChAT strata. An asterisk behind the “1” in the binary 
code for “cells in GCL” indicates that axons are detectable and therefore at least some of the cells in the 
GCL are ganglion cells. 
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The molecular logic of retinal cell types 
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Introduction 
 
 
Neuronal cell types develop from a general progenitor. One common model is 
that a progenitor is activated by different “competence stages”, which leads the 
progenitor to induce a certain cell fate 4, 5. It is known that for each of the competence 
stages, a set of genes is up- and down-regulated 38, 39. This specific gene pattern 
causes a unique genetic fingerprint for the cell type during development. But does a 
cell type maintain such a unique fingerprint in adulthood when it has reached its 
defined role in a neuronal circuit? If this is the case, would we also see an overlap in 
the fingerprints of cell types that belong to the same cell class?  
 
So far, it has not been possible to answer these kinds of questions 
satisfactorily due to experimental difficulties. When the analysis of single-cell 
genomes became feasible, researchers randomly selected single, unlabeled, 
dissociated cells and characterized their genetic identities 40-42. This approach offers 
unique opportunities to examine gene expression profiles of progenitors during 
development, but dissociated cells cannot be distinguished any more by their 
morphology and function. To circumvent those problems, other researchers isolated 
cells from transgenic mouse lines in which specific cell types were labeled in different 
brain regions. This allowed them to collect morphologically and physiologically 
identified cell types, as well as to isolate higher amounts of RNA for gene profiling. 
These studies compared cell types chosen from different brain regions like the 
cingulate cortex, somatosensory cortex, hippocampus, amygdala and thalamus 43.  
 
Our goal was to compare the genetic profile of cell types within one brain 
area, the retina, in order to understand how functionally related, closely packed but 
different cell types are specified at the level of gene expression. In the first part of my 
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thesis, I have shown that we found approximately 150 transgenic mouse lines 
expressing GFP in individual cell types, or a mixture, within the retina 44. We selected 
14 transgenic mouse lines that are representatives from each cell class and labeled 
a single cell type or a combination of few cell types and determined the gene 
expression profile. 
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Results 
Cell types used for genetic profiling  
We selected 14 transgenic mouse lines in which either a specific cell type or 
a combination of a few types was labeled with GFP (Fig. 15, Table 1, 
Supplementary Fig. 1-11). Each retinal cell class was represented by at least one 
transgenic mouse line. For the photoreceptor cell class, we chose the rodb2 mouse 
line that selectively labeled the rods (Supplementary Fig. 1), and the coneChrnb4 and 
coned4 mouse lines that marked cones (Supplementary Fig. 2-3). In coneChrnb4 and 
coned4 mice, cones were labeled using different promoters. For the second retinal 
cell class, the bipolar cells, we selected a transgenic mouse line that labeled all types 
of ON bipolar cells (ONmGluR6), including rod and cone bipolar cells. The second 
mouse line for this class labeled the rod bipolar cell type, which is a subset of the ON 
bipolar cells. Ninety-six percent of the GFP-positive cells in this mouse line (rod 
bcPcp2) were the rod bipolar cell type shown by immunostaining against protein kinase 
C, which exclusively label rod bipolar cells 17 (Supplementary Fig. 4).  
 
Figure 15. Transgenic mouse lines selected for gene profiling. Immunostained vibratome sections, blue: 
DAPI, green: GFP or RFP, purple: ChAT. Scale bar: 10 µm. 
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Table 1. Transgenic mouse lines used for genetic profiling. “Abbrevation”: naming of the mouse line in 
the paper. “Mouse line”: exact name of the mouse line. P: photoreceptor; H: horizontal cell; B: bipolar 
cell; M: Müller glia cell; A: amacrine cell; G: ganglion cell; Mg: microglia; As: astrocyte. Axon: see axonal 
processes towards the optic disc. “Stratification code” like described in Siegert et al. “Electrophysiology”:  
description of the response properties on a fullfield black-and-white stimulus of individual fluorescence-
positive cells in wholemount or in slice voltage-clamp recording. “GABA” and “Glycine” immunohistoc-
hemical staining. “x” means positive, “-“ negative, “(x)”: some isolated cells seen, nd: not determed, ON 
or OFF: ON or OFF response, respectively.     
 
The next cell class was the amacrine cells. The different cell types within this class 
can be distinguished first by the kind of inhibitory neurotransmitter they are releasing 
(glycine or GABA), second by the stratification of their neuronal processes within the 
IPL, and third by the area that is covered by the processes of these neurons. We 
included three transgenic mouse lines showing GFP expression in glycinergic 
amacrine cell types: Ier5, A2Fam81a and A2Fbxo. The latter two of these mouse lines 
labeled the majority of A2 amacrine cell types. We confirmed this observation with 
colocalization analysis using the Dab1 antibody, a specific marker of A2 amacrine 
cells. At least 65% of the GFP-positive cells were also Dab1 positive 
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(Supplementary Fig. 5-6). The Ier5 mouse line, described in the GENSAT screen 
(Fig. 5) 44, primarily labeled a cell type whose neuronal processes were located 
within IPL strata 1, 2, and 8 (Supplementary Fig. 9). We also selected transgenic 
mouse lines that showed fluorescence expression in GABA-releasing amacrine cells: 
the first transgenic mouse line was the Starburst mouse line, which labeled 
cholinergic amacrine cells 45 (Supplementary Fig. 10a). The neuronal processes of 
these cell types colocalized with the ChAT antibody staining. The A17Arc mouse line 
marked a putative A17 amacrine cell type (Supplementary Fig. 7). A17 amacrine 
cells locate their neuronal processes within IPL strata 9 and 10 46. A similar 
stratification pattern was observed for a cell type labeled in the Chrna3 mouse line 
(Supplementary Fig. 8). Additionally, we noticed in this mouse line a 3:1 cone 
photoreceptor to amacrine cell type ratio of GFP expression (Supplementary Fig. 
12). The next selected mouse line (vGluT3) showed GFP expression mostly in 
GABAergic amacrine cell types, but also in some ganglion cell types. Neither for the 
amacrine nor for the ganglion cell types in the vGluT3 could we observe a distinct 
stratification pattern (Supplementary Fig. 10b). Surprisingly, this mouse line did not 
express GFP in the vGluT3 amacrine cell type (data not shown).  
For genetic profiling of the ganglion cell class, we included in our study the 
PV mouse line, which has been previously described 47. This mouse line expressed 
GFP in eight distinct ganglion cell types (results will be published elsewhere by Tim 
Viney). Finally, we included in our screen a mouse line that showed fluorescence 
expression in Müller glia cells (Pdgfra) (Supplementary Fig. 11).  
These 14 mouse lines represented five retinal cell classes. 
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Experimental design  
We used fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) of dissociated retinal 
cells to purify the GFP or RFP-labeled cell types (Fig. 16a-b).  
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Figure 16. Example plots for gates setting for fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Transgenic 
mouse line positive (upper panel) and negative (lower panel) for a, GFP and b, RFP. First column 
represents size and granularity of all sorted events (ungated). Fluorescence-positive cells are gated in 
the fluorescence plot in the second column. Then, they are gated against the size and granularity plot of 
the first column. Here, a second gate is set based on size and viability of the cells. The third gate is set 
based on the pulse width (last column). c, e, Schematic view of the experimental set-up. c-d, Purity sort. 
d,  Measuring the amount of cells in the first round (1st row) and re-sort of the GFP-positive cells (2nd 
row). e-f, Analysis the number of dead cells by adding propidium iodide (PI). Measuring the amount of 
cells in the first round (1st row) and re-sort of the GFP-positive cells (2nd row). 
 
The FACS analysis of each biological triplicate is shown in the supplementary 
figures. Two concerns about using FACS are the purity of the sorted cells and the 
fraction of dead cells. In FACS, cells are sorted drop-wise. If a positive event like our 
cell of interest is measured at the same time as a negative event, then the sorter 
electronics judge this event as positive and sorts both events within the same drop. 
To avoid such a purity lost, we performed all our sorts in “single-cell-mode” meaning 
that a drop is only sorted when a single event of interest is centered within the drop. 
Additionally, we measured the purity of our sorted cells by first sorting all GFP-
positive cells from a retina and then re-sorting this population again. We found that 
98.2% of the re-sorted cells were GFP-positive (Fig. 16c-d). To estimate the fraction 
of dead cells among the sorted cells, we added propidium iodide, a DNA binding-dye 
that is membrane-impermeable and excluded from viable cells. We found that less 
than 1.5% of the cells were propidium iodide positive (Fig. 16e-f).  
 
One factor that causes variability of gene expression comes from the genetic 
background of animals 48 49 (Fig. 17). For example, a known recessive eye disease 
that causes photoreceptor degeneration in common laboratory mouse strains could 
give rise to significant variation in retinal gene expression. Many of the BAC-GFP 
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strains we used were FVB/N-Swiss Webster hybrids that are known to harbor this 
recessive mutation. Therefore, we crossed all FVB/N-Swiss Webster mice with 
C57BL/6J mice and used the F2 generation for genetic profiling (Fig. 17a).  
 
Figure 17. Schematic overview of the experimental design. FVB: FVB/N-Swiss Webster hybrid 
background. F0, F1, F2: founder generation 0, 1, 2.  
 
For each mouse line (except that of the PV mouse), we sorted 200 cells from three 
different mice (Fig. 17b). PV mice have a limited number of labeled cells in the retina 
and we therefore sorted cells from several retinas. To exclude RNA amplification 
batch artifacts, the three biological samples were independently amplified (Fig. 17c).  
Due to the high number of samples (19 × 3) that had to be converted to cDNA, 
amplified, and hybridized, we performed the procedure in two batches. In order to 
ensure that both batches were consistent, we included the A17Arc mouse line in each 
batch (Fig. 17d). 
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The expression of many retinal genes depends on the phase of the circadian rhythm 
50. To exclude transcriptional differences caused by the circadian rhythm we 
prepared the retina and sorted the labeled cells at the same time each day, between 
9.30 and 10.30 a.m. All animals were adult, with an average age of 66 days, and the 
sexes were randomly mixed. We always used the right eye to sort out the labeled 
cells. For each sort, we confirmed the retinal expression pattern by 
immunohistochemically staining the left retina. (Fig. 17e).  
 
Figure 18. Pairwise-correlation plot of expressed genes across all mouse lines. The grey scale 
intensities show the Pearson-correlation coefficient of log2 expression values as indicated by the scale 
bar. The purple numbers show the average Pearson-correlation coefficient of log2 expression values of 
the triplicate. n indicates the number of total genes.
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To measure the reliability of our procedure, we calculated the Pearson correlation 
coefficient (PCC) between all gene expression patterns (Fig. 18). The average PCC 
of each triplicate was above 0.94 with the exception of the rodb2 and the Pdgfra 
mouse lines. This high correlation within biological triplicates suggests that both the 
genetic state of these sorted cells and the amplification procedure is repeatable from 
mouse to mouse. The PCC between gene expression patterns belonging to our 
batch control, A17Arc cells, amplified in the different batches was 0.96. This high inter-
batch correlation allowed us to analyze the two batches together without any 
adjustments. Due to the lower PCC, we repeated amplifications with rodb2 in one of 
the following two ways: either the triplicates were prepared on the same day (Fig. 18, 
rodb2 2nd batch), or the triplicates were prepared on different days but at the exact 
same time (9.30 a.m.) in the morning (Fig. 18, rodb2 single). Neither approaches 
improved the correlation within the biological triplicate. Finally, we quantified the 
noise in gene expression by summing up the standard deviation for each gene that 
passes the threshold divided the total by the mean of the gene across all cell types 
(Fig. 19). Rodb2 and Pdgfra had the noisiest expression patterns.  
 
 
 
Figure 19. 
Noise level of 
each transgenic 
mouse line. 
Each dot 
represents the 
level of noise 
for a particular 
mouse line. 
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Photoreceptors showed expected gene pattern 
The conversion of light into voltage change in photoreceptors, the 
“phototransduction cascade”, is performed by a number of proteins. Several studies 
have described the genes that encode the proteins of the phototransduction 
cascade, as well as other genes that are specifically expressed either only in rods or 
only in cones or in both 51. We used these genes to validate our method of 
determining gene expression patterns. To reveal the most specific and highly 
expressed 25 genes of one cell type, we first asked which genes have a high 
expression value in our selected cell type, e.g. photoreceptors, versus the non-
selected cell types (not photoreceptors); second, how big is the fold-change between 
the selected and the non-selected cell types; and third, how significant is the 
expression within the biological triplicates. Using this approach, we found more than 
25 genes that are exclusively expressed in all photoreceptors (rodb2, coneChrnb4, 
coned4, Fig. 20a). Out of the 25 highest expressed genes, we found 13 genes that 
had already been described in the literature as photoreceptor-specific (Fig. 20a). 
Among these are well-known genes like Recoverin (Rcvrn) 52 and Guanylyl cyclase-
activating protein (Guca1a) 53.  
Several gene families, like the opsins, phosphodiesterases (PDEs) and cyclic 
nucleotide-gated ion channels (CNGs), are known to have a specific subunit 
exclusively expressed in rods or cones 51. We found that many of these rod- or cone-
specific genes had a high expression value and a high fold-change within our dataset 
(Fig. 20b-c). In the case of rods, we repeated cell sorting and amplifications from 
biological triplicates of the rodb2 mice three times (1st and 2nd batch, and single 
analysis).  
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Figure 20. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes that have a high expression in a, 
photoreceptors, b, rod- or c, cone photoreceptors. White and purple indicate relatively low and relatively 
high expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left of the heatmap color-code the significance 
within the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a particular gene.  
 
After we identified the genes for each of the rodb2 repetitions that passed the 
threshold of log1.75 and intersected the lists, we found the same set of genes among 
the highest expressed genes (Fig. 21a). For cone photoreceptors, we had two 
mouse lines available which express a fluorescent protein in cones, but each of them 
under a different promoter. We found many known genes among the ones that were 
the same between these two lines (Fig. 21b). In summary, many of the known 
photoreceptor-, rod- and cone-specific genes were highly and specifically expressed 
in the same cells in our dataset. This finding we took as a validation of our approach.   
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Figure 21. Venn-Diagrams of photoreceptors. a, Comparison of the 1st, 2nd batch and single for rodb2. 
b, Comparison of coneChrnb4 (1st and 2nd batch) and coned4. The list next to the diagram shows the 
genes that are shared between all three datasets.  
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Each cell type has its own genetic profile 
How much adult cell types differ from each other in gene expression is not 
known. Here, we compared each of the 14 groups of cells with each other to address 
this question. 
First, we analyzed bipolar cells of the rod bcPcp2 and ONmGluR6 lines. We found 
a few genes exclusively expressed in rod bcPcp2 or ONmGluR6 cells, but the fold-change 
of most of the genes was very low and had high variability within the biological 
triplicate (Fig. 22a, b).  
Figure 22. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes that have a high expression in a, rod 
bipolar cells (rod bcPcp2), b, ON bipolar cells (ON bcmGluR6), c, both bipolar cells. White and purple 
indicate relatively low and relatively high expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left of the 
heatmap color-code the significance within the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a particular 
gene.  
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This result is not unexpected, since rod bipolar cells belong to the subclass of 
ON bipolar cells and, therefore, rod bcPcp2 cells are subsets of ONmGluR6 cells 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Therefore, we grouped together data from rod bcPcp2 and 
ONmGluR6 cells and searched for genes that were exclusively expressed in those two 
cell groups. We found at least 25 genes with a high expression value and a high fold-
change that were expressed in this group (Fig. 22c). Six genes have been described 
in the literature as being specifically expressed in ON-responding bipolar cells, like 
the transient receptor potential cation channel (Trpm1) 54. Two of these genes are 
even more restricted: they are rod bipolar cell-specific (protein kinase C, alpha 
(Prkca) 17 and the calcium binding protein 5 (Cabp5) 55).  
 
Amacrine cells make up approximately 50% of all cell types in the retina. For 
six amacrine cell types or type combinations we found specifically expressed genes 
(Fig. 23). Interestingly, GABAergic amacrine cells have many highly expressed 
genes with high fold-change (Fig. 23b-d, f), whereas the genetic profile of glycinergic 
amacrine cells is less unique (Fig. 23a, e). The Starburst amacrine cells are one of 
the best-described retinal cells 6. Out of the 25 most expressed genes, we found four 
genes which are, according to the literature, expressed in cholinergic cells: the GABA 
receptor subunit D (Gabrd) 56; the vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VaChT, 
Slc18a3) 57; the regulator of G-protein signaling 6 (Rgs6) 58; and the orphan carrier 
protein (Slc10a4) 59. Several other genes in the list have been described as being 
expressed in the retina but have not yet been specifically assigned to Starburst cells 
(Fig. 23d). The second GABAergic amacrine cell type is the A17 amacrine cell that is 
marked in the A17Arc 44. Previous work has described A17 amacrine cells expressing 
the gap junction protein Cx45 (Gjc1) 46. Our gene data reveals that this gene is highly 
expressed in the A17Arc cells (Fig. 23b). The A2 amacrine cells serve as a relay 
station between the rod and the cone pathway 11.
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Figure 23. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes that have a high expression in the 
amacrine cells. a, A2Fam81 and A2Fbxo, b, A17Arc, c, Chrna3, d, Starburst, e, Ier5 and f, vGluT3.  White 
and purple indicate relatively low and relatively high expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left 
of the heatmap color-code the significance within the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a 
particular gene. 
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Our study included two mouse lines that have been shown in the GENSAT screening 
to express GFP in A2 amacrine cells (Fig. 7). We confirmed this morphological 
observation by quantifying the number of GFP- and Dab1-positive cells. Dab1 is a 
specific marker of A2 cells. The majority of the GFP-positive cells in A2Fam81a and 
A2Fbxo, were positive for Dab1, but an additional population of ganglion cells was 
found in the A2Fam81a, and a population of amacrine cells was found above the A2 
amacrine cells in the A2Fbxo (Supplementary Figure 5-6). Because the majority of 
the cells were A2 amacrine cells in both mouse lines, we treated these two lines as a 
single group (Fig. 23a). Even the most specific genes had a lower fold-change and a 
higher variability than GABAergic cells. The same was true for Ier5 amacrine cells. 
Both A2 and Ier5 are glycinergic cells. 
 
Figure 24. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes that have a high expression in a, 
ganglion cells (PV) and b, Müller glia cells (Pdgfra). White and purple indicate relatively low and 
relatively high expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left of the heatmap color-code the 
significance within the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a particular gene.  
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For the next cell class, the ganglion cells (PV), we found many highly and 
specifically expressed genes (Fig. 24a). Eight of these genes have already been 
described as ganglion-cell specific. For the Müller glia cells (Pdgfra), the genetic 
profile was similar to rods in the sense that the biological triplicates were noisy (Fig. 
24b).   
 
Rod photoreceptors and Müller glia cells have specific down-regulated genes  
Specificity in gene expression can be caused by genes that are up-regulated 
in a given cell type, but also other genes that are specifically down-regulated. We 
therefore searched for genes that were transcriptionally repressed in individual cell 
types. Figure 25 illustrates that the majority of the genes in 12 out of the 14 cell 
groups are not specifically down-regulated (Fig. 25). The fold-change of most of the 
genes in the group of 12 is very low with a few exceptions: in cone photoreceptors 
the gene Vax2; in bipolar cells Ppargc1a and Mab21l1; and in the Ier5 amacrine cell 
Neurod1. Interestingly, these genes have been described in the literature as being 
involved in early developmental processes 60 61, 62 63.  
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Figure 25. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes that have a low expression in cone 
photoreceptors (coneChrnb4 and coned4), bipolar cells (rod bcPcp2 and ONmGluR6), amacrine cells (A2Fam81 
and A2Fbxo, A17Arc, Chrna3, Starburst, Ier5, vGluT3) or ganglion cells (PV) but are high expressed 
everywhere else. White and purple indicate relatively low and relatively high expression levels, 
respectively. The bars on the left of the heatmap color-code the significance within the biological 
triplicate and the fold-change of a particular gene.  
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Unlike the other cells, rods and Müller glia cells have many genes that are 
significantly down-regulated (Fig. 26) 
 
Figure 26. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes that have a low expression in a, rod 
photoreceptor (rodb2) and b, Müller glia cells (Pdgfra) but are high expressed everywhere else. White 
and purple indicate relatively low and relatively high expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left 
of the heatmap color-code the significance within the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a 
particular gene. The first row includes all mouse lines. In the second row, Pdgfra and rodb2 are removed 
from the rod photoreceptor and Müller glia cells, respectively.  
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Cell types belonging to a cell class cluster together 
We asked if cell types that belong to the same biological class cluster 
together based on gene expression patterns. Biological cell classes are put together 
based on morphological and functional similarities. For example, rods and cones 
belong to the photoreceptor class since they both sense light and also share similar 
morphological features. Figure 27 demonstrates that each cell type in our dataset 
clusters to its expected biological class.  
 
Figure 27. Hierarchical clustering of all mouse lines for a, the median of the data and b, each triplicate. 
 
Biologically relevant groups share a set of genes 
Next we analyzed the genes that are shared between functionally defined 
subsets of cell types. Amacrine cells can be subdivided in two sub-classes based on 
the neurotransmitter they are releasing: GABA or glycine. Immunohistochemical 
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stainings revealed that A2Fam81a, A2Fbxo and Ier5 are glycinergic amacrine cells; 
whereas the majority of A17Arc, Starburst, vGluT3 and Chrna3 are GABAergic 
amacrine cells (Supplementary Fig. 5-9, Table 1). We analyzed the GABAergic 
amacrine cell types to determine which genes are shared within this group (Fig. 
28a). One of the genes that had the highest fold-change was glutamic acid 
decarboxylase 1 (Gad1), an enzyme necessary to transform glutamate into GABA 64. 
For the glycinergic combination, we found Slc6a9, which is the plasma membrane 
glycine transporter, to be one of the highest expressed genes (Fig. 28b).  
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Figure 28. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes for a, GABAergic and b, glycinergic 
amacrine cells. White and purple indicate relatively low and relatively high expression levels, 
respectively. The bars on the left of the heatmap color-code the significance within the biological 
triplicate and the fold-change of a particular gene. The upper panel has the column for Chrna3 removed 
whereas in the lower part Chrna3 was included in the analysis.  
 
Most genes that are expressed in all amacrine cells but not in other cell types have a 
low fold-change, with the exception of the gene Slc32a1. Slc32a1 is the vesicular 
GABA/glycine transporter that is known to be expressed only in inhibitory neurons 
(Fig. 29a).  
 
Retinal cell neurons can be divided into two groups based on the type of 
synapse that the individual cells have. The photoreceptor and bipolar cells in the 
outer retina are releasing glutamate through a distinct type of synapse called the 
ribbon synapse 65, while amacrine and ganglion cells in the inner retina make 
conventional synapses. Comparing these two groups revealed a number of genes 
specifically expressed in one or the other group (Fig. 29b). Two of the highest 
expressed genes for the ribbon-containing cells are genes known to play a role in the 
function of ribbon synapses (Cacna2d4 66, Slc17a7 or vGluT1 67). Interestingly, the 
transcription factor Otx2 is a marker for ribbon cells and Pax6 is a marker for non-
ribbon cells. These transcription factors have well-defined roles during development. 
Recent studies have revealed roles for these transcription factors in adult animals 68-
70.   
In Figure 20a, we showed that several genes are exclusively highly 
expressed in all photoreceptors. We also found at least 25 genes that are strongly 
down-regulated in photoreceptors and are therefore specific for cells that are not 
photoreceptors (Fig. 29c). 
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Figure 29. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes for a, non-amacrine vs amacrine-
specific, b, outer vs inner retina and c, non-photoreceptors. White and purple indicate relatively low and 
relatively high expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left of the heatmap color-code the 
significance within the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a particular gene. 
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The transcriptional code of cell types 
Transcription factors are responsible for cell type-specific expression of 
genes. Our dataset includes the expression value of 2000 transcription factors for 
each mouse line. This allowed us to look for transcription factors that have a high 
fold-change difference between the different cell groups (Fig. 30). For the majority of 
the cell groups, we found transcription factors that are specific for the cell group (Fig. 
30a). Among such cell class-specific transcription factors are Sebox and Vsx2 71 for 
bipolar cells (Fig. 30b), and Rax 72 for photoreceptors (Fig. 30d). Transcription 
factors like Myf6 or Tcfap2b 42 are specific to glycinergic and GABAergic amacrine 
cells, respectively (Fig. 30c). In addition, Otx2, a transcription factor known to be 
expressed in photoreceptor and bipolar cells 69, is specifically expressed in those 
mouse lines (Fig. 30e). But we also found transcription factors with a high fold-
change that are expressed in all cells but not in individual cell types (Fig. 30f-g). This 
can be shown in particular for the rod photoreceptors and Müller glia cells.  
 
Channels and receptors in the retina 
Finally, we screened our dataset for receptors and channels expressed 
specifically in cell groups (Fig. 31). For example, the GABA-receptor rho subunits 
Gabrr1 and Gabrr2 that are expressed in both bipolar cell groups, or Chrna5 that is 
expressed in cone photoreceptors (Fig. 31b). Surprisingly, we also found several 
olfactory receptors (Olfr, Fig. 32). 
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Figure 30. Fold-change plot for transcription factors. Fold-change is color-coded.
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Figure 31. Fold-change plot for a-b, channels and c-f, receptors. Fold-change is color-coded. 
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Figure 32. Fold-change plot for olfactory receptors. Fold-change is color-coded.  
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Discussion 
The strategy 
One critical step in gene profiling is the time from removing the tissue until 
collecting and lysing the cells of interest 73. Ideally, this step should be as short as 
possible and cause minimal stress for the cell. We established a protocol to 
dissociate retinal cells within 10 min. For sorting out the cells, we decided to use 
FACS because most of the fluorescence-labeled cells in the retina in a transgenic 
mouse make up less than one per cent of the total cell population. Single cell picking 
would be less efficient and more time consuming. FACS allowed us to sort the cells 
within less than 3 minutes. Several disadvantages have been described for FACS, 
but we did not observe them. 2 For most of our mouse lines we could set a very 
distinct gate for the fluorescence-positive cells (Fig. 16a-b). Sometimes, for some 
fluorescence-positive populations like A17Arc, we saw a fainter and a stronger 
fluorescence-positive population. For A17Arc, we performed gene arrays from these 
two populations but we could not see any strong differences within the gene 
expression pattern, meaning that these cells are either starting to lose GFP or 
express less GFP (Supplementary Fig. 13). Another criticism refers to the purity 
and viability of the sorted cells. For both variables, we performed control experiments 
showing that our cells were a pure population and were still viable. The third critical 
point is the number of sorted cells. In our study, we kept the same amount of cells 
across all mouse lines. Previous experiments have revealed that the RNA yield of 
200 cells is efficient enough to get reliable amplification and expression values for 
individual genes on the arrays (data not shown). This reliability is shown in the high 
similarity within the independently amplified biological triplicates of each mouse line. 
We could further validate our data, when we were looking into genes that are known 
to be involved in the rod and cone phototransduction cascade 51. Among such genes, 
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we found all those which have been described to be specifically expressed in the 
individual photoreceptor types. We confirmed this result by including two mouse lines 
that both drive fluorescence expression in cones but use different promoters. Gene 
expression patterns were highly similar in both mouse strains (Fig. 21b). 
 
The role of rod photoreceptors and Müller glia cells 
 
In the case of rod photoreceptors (rodb2) and Müller glia cells (Pdgfra), the 
pairwise correlation plot showed a high transcriptional variability within the biological 
triplicate (Fig. 18). For rod photoreceptors, the transcriptional variability is likely to be 
a biological phenomenon, and was confirmed by two additional experiments: the 
repetition of the experiment (rodb2, 2nd batch), and the preparation of each rodb2 at 
the exact same time but on different days (rodb2, single). Neither experiment 
improved the correlation within the biological triplicates. But all three experiments 
(rodb2 1st batch, 2nd batch and single) shared a set of highly expressed rod 
photoreceptor-specific genes (Fig. 21a).  
We also see high transcriptional noise within the Müller glia cells (Pdgfra). But 
if we look in the set of genes which are highly expressed in rodb2 and Pdgfra but not 
in other cells, we found genes like Rhodopsin or Nr2e3 that are known to be rod 
photoreceptor-specific (Supplementary Fig. 14) 74, 75. This result implies that the 
dissociation of the Müller glia cells from the rod photoreceptors was probably 
insufficient. To further explore this possibility, we would have first to repeat the Müller 
glia cells gene arrays and slightly extent the papain-digestion and, second, add 
another mouse line that expresses GFP within Müller glia cells.  
 
Another interesting result is the high number of genes that are down-
regulated in adult rod photoreceptors (Fig. 26a). One explanation for this 
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phenomenon could be based on development: rod photoreceptors are continuously 
developing from different progenitors 76, 77, suggesting that the easiest way for a 
progenitor to develop a rod photoreceptor would be either using transcriptional 78 or 
epigenetic 39 factors that down-regulate a set of genes and so cause the cells to 
develop into rod photoreceptors. That development may be the key factor for down 
regulation might also be confirmed by the down-regulation of genes in other cells. 
For example, we found individual genes that were down regulated and had a high 
fold-change difference in cone photoreceptors and bipolar cells. Those genes have in 
common that they have been described as influencing cell fate generation during 
development 60-62. 
 
Amacrine cells: GABA versus glycine 
We found another intriguing gene pattern for both A2 mouse lines (A2Fbxo and 
A2Fam81). Immunohistochemical staining revealed that the majority of the labeled cells 
were A2 amacrine cells. We have also shown, in Figure 19, that the data have a 
noise level similar to A17Arc or Starburst cells. For the latter two, we found a distinct 
set of genes with a high expression value and fold change, but for both A2 amacrine 
cells, the majority of the genes have a low fold change. A similar low fold change was 
observed for the highest expressed genes in the Ier5 amacrine cell. Interestingly, 
both A2 and Ier5 release glycine as their neurotransmitter, whereas other amacrine 
cell types release GABA (Table 1, Fig. 28). It might be that glycinergic amacrine 
cells have higher transcriptional variety, and this makes it difficult to reveal distinct 
genes. Glycinergic amacrine cells are narrow-field amacrine cells and often have an 
intense contact with different cell types. 79 We also know that A2 amacrine cells have 
a distinct role in day and night vision 47. It might be that glycinergic amacrine cells 
serve as a kind of “relay” station, allowing a very flexible switch of gene expression 
pattern based on light conditions. We only tested our cells at one time point in a day. 
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To reveal the possibility of different gene expression patterns day and night, we 
would also have to test animals at different times of day.  
 
Olfactory receptors  
It is thought that olfactory receptors, which are responsible for odor detection, 
are exclusively located in the olfactory sensory neurons. 80 However, we showed that 
gene and pseudogene members of the olfactory receptors were expressed in distinct 
cell types, like rods and cones (Fig. 32). We did not observe any specific olfactory 
receptor for a particular cell class. The functional role of olfactory receptor genes and 
pseudogenes in retinal cells is unknown, and opens an exciting avenue for 
investigation.   
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Supplementary Figure 1. Mouse line labeling rod photoreceptors (rodb2). a, Immunostained vibratome 
sections, blue: DAPI, green: RFP, purple: ChAT. b, Quantification of the number of RFP-positive cells in 
the nuclear layers and the binary code. c, FACS gates for the biological triplicates. The first column 
plots GFP against RFP to reveal the fluorescence-positive cells. The second column shows the 
selection for the cell size and granularity of the cells. Scale bar: 10 µm  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Mouse line labeling cone photoreceptors (coneChrnb4). a, Immunostained 
vibratome sections, blue: DAPI, green: GFP, purple: 1st row: ChAT, 2nd row: blue Opsin, 3rd row: red-
green Opsin, 4th row: Rhodopsin. b, Quantification of the number of GFP-positive cells in the nuclear 
layers and the binary code. c, FACS gates for the biological triplicates. The first column plots GFP 
against RFP to reveal the fluorescence-positive cells. The second column shows the selection for the 
cell size and granularity of the cells. Scale bar: 10 µm 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Mouse line labeling cone photoreceptors (coned4). a, Immunostained 
vibratome sections, blue: DAPI, green: GFP, purple: 1st row: ChAT, 2nd row: blue Opsin, 3rd row: red-
green Opsin, 4th row: Rhodopsin. b, Quantification of the number of GFP-positive cells in the nuclear 
layers and the binary code. c, FACS gates for the biological triplicates. The first column plots GFP 
against RFP to reveal the fluorescence-positive cells. The second column shows the selection for the 
cell size and granularity of the cells. Scale bar: 10 µm 
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Supplementary Figure 12. Photoreceptor 
labeling in Chrna3. Immunostained 
wholemount retina, blue: DAPI, green: GFP. 
Upper panel: Wholemount topview. Lower 
panel: side-projection. Scale bar: 10 µm 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 13. Venn-Diagram of the different Arc batches (1st and 2nd) and different sorting 
regions for the 2nd batch (R6 and R9). The list next to the diagram shows the genes that are shared 
between all three datasets.  
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Supplementary Figure 14. Hierarchical clustering of the 25 highest enriched genes for rod 
photoreceptor and Müller glia cells. White and purple indicate relatively low and relatively high 
expression levels, respectively. The bars on the left of the heatmap color-code the significance within 
the biological triplicate and the fold-change of a particular gene.
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Experimental Procedures  
 
Animals for live recordings and gene profiling  
(The name in square brackets is the abbrevation of the transgenic mouse lines used 
for genetic profiling): [A2Fam81]: Tg(6430514L14Rik-EGFP)95Gsat (note new name: 
Fam81a-EGFP), [A17Arc]: Tg(Arc-EGFP)194Gsat/Mmcd, [Chrna3]: Tg(Chrna3-
EGFP)BZ135Gsat/Mmnc,  [coneChrnb4]: Tg(Chrnb4-EGFP)1Gsat, Tg(Dtx4-
EGFP)102Gsat, [A2Fbxo] Tg(Fbxo32-EGFP)138Gsat/Mmcd, Tg(Gng3-
EGFP)208Gsat, Tg(Gng4-EGFP)227Gsat, [Ier5]: Tg(Ier5-EGFP)267Gsat, Tg(Satb2-
EGFP)127Gsat, Tg(Syt7-EGFP)197Gsat were purchased from MMRRC 
(www.mmrrc.org). Before starting experiments, we backcrossed these animals at 
least twice with wild-type C57BL/6J mice that were purchased from RCC Ltd. 
(Füllinsdorf, Germany). Mouse lines expressing Cre under a cell-specific promoter: 
[rodb2]: b2-Cre (provided by Y-Z Le)81, [coned4]: d4-Cre (provided by Y-Z Le)82, 
[Starburst]: 129S6-Chat_tm1(cre)Lowl/J (Jackson, stock: #006410), [ONmGluR6]: 
B6Cf1-Tg(mGlur6-Cre)BR, FMI, [rod bcPcp2]: B6:FVB-Tg(Pcp2-EFP)2Yuza (Jackson, 
stock: #004690) , [Pdgfra]: B6Cf1-Tg(Pdgfra-Cre)BR, Boston, [PV]: 129SVCB6(PV-
CRE#32)SA-09 (provided by S. Arber), [vGluT3]: B6Cf1-Tg(vGlut3cre)BR. With 
exception of the PV-Cre vGlut3-Cre mouse lines, all mice have been crossed with 
the Rosa26-LSL-RFP reporter (provided by H-J. Fehling 83). PV-Cre and vGluT3-Cre 
were crossed with C57BL/6-TG(ThystopYFP)JS (provided by J. Sanes). All animal 
procedures were performed in accordance with the standard ethical guidelines 
(European Communities Guidelines on the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals: 
86/609/EEC) and were approved by the Veterinary Department of the Canton of 
Basel-Stadt. 
Immunohistochemistry  
For the genetic address book: 536 eye pairs from different transgenic mouse lines, 
representing 536 different BACs, of the GENSAT project were tested. Fixation was 
done by intracardial administration of 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS). Eyes were enucleated, stored in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (wt/vol) 
in PBS in New York and after pooling of several eyes sent to Basel. In Basel, retinas 
were dissected from the eyecup and washed in PBS at 4°C for 1–5 days. Otherwise, 
eyes were enucleated, the retina dissected from the eyecup, fixed for 20-30 min in 
4% PFA/PBS and washed overnight in PBS. Next, retinas were incubated in 30% 
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sucrose (wt/vol) overnight at room temperature (RT). The retinas were treated with 
three freeze-thaw cycles and washed in PBS. All further steps are done at RT. The 
retina was incubated in blocking solution (10% normal donkey serum (vol/vol, 
Chemicon), 1% bovine serum albumin (wt/vol) and 0.5% Triton X-100 (vol/vol, in 
PBS, pH 7.4) for 1 h. Primary and secondary antibody applications were done in 3% 
normal donkey serum, 1% bovine serum albumin, 0.02% sodium acid (wt/vol), and 
0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS 84. Primary antibodies were applied for 3-7 days. After 
washing the retina three times for 10 minutes in PBS, the retina was incubated in 
fluorescence-conjugated secondary antibodies and 10 µg/ml of the cell nuclei dye 4’, 
6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Roche Diagnostics) at a dilution of 1:200 for 2 hrs, 
followed by three washes in PBS, and mounting on slides with ProLong Gold 
antifade reagent (Molecular Probes). Retinas for cyrostat section were embedded in 
Shandon M-1 embedding matrix (Thermo Electron Corporation) and cryosectioned to 
25 µm thick slices with Microm HM560 (Leica). Immunohistochemical staining of 
cryosections were done in Ventana Discovery XT machine with a customized 
procedure (Ventana Medical Systems, Inc) using different primary antibodies listed 
below. Retinas for vibratome section were embedded in 3% agarose (wt/vol) 
(SeaKem Le Agarose, Lonza) in PBS, and 200 µm vertical sections were cut with a 
Leica VT1000S vibratome. Antibody staining procedure was the same as in whole 
mounts.  
The following primary antibodies were used (in alphabetical order): rabbit anti-
Calbindin (1:1000; Swant), mouse anti-Calretinin (1:1000; Chemicon), rat CD45 
(1:100; Abcam), goat anti-choline acetyl transferase, ChAT, (1:300; Chemicon), 
mouse anti C-terminal binding protein 2 (CtBP2, 1:4000; BD Biosciences), rabbit 
anti-disabled homolog 1 (Dab1, 1:1000; Chemicon), rabbit anti-Gamma-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA, 1:1000; Sigma), rabbit anti-glutamate decarboxylase 65/67 (GAD65/67, 
1:1000; Chemicon), mouse glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP,1:200; Sigma), rabbit 
anti-GFP (1:200; Molecular Probes), sheep anti-GFP (1:200; Biogenesis), rabbit anti-
Gy13 (1:200; Margoskec lab), rat anti-Glycine (1:7500; ImmunoSolution), rabbit anti-
Opsin blue (1:200, Millipore), rabbit anti-Opsin red/green (1:200; Millipore), lectin 
peanut agglutin directly coupled to Alexa 568 (1:200; Molecular Probes), goat anti-
protein kinase C antibodies (PKC, 1:200; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), mouse anti-
protein kinase C antibodies (PKC, 1:200; BD Biosciences) , rabbit anti-RFP (1:200; 
Chemicon), mouse anti-Thyrosine hydroxylase (Th, 1:200; Chemicon).  
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For the secondary antibodies, we used in donkey serum raised antibodies either from 
Invitrogen (Alexa Fluor 405, Alexa Fluor 488, Alexa Fluor 555, Alexa Fluor 633) or 
from Jackson Laboratory (cy 2, cy3, cy5). 
Microscopy 
Confocal 3D scans were taken with a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta Axioplan 2 laser scanning 
confocal microscope using Plan-Apochromat 63X/1.4 or 100X/1.4 oil immersion 
objective lenses at three excitation laser lines (405 nm for DAPI, 488 nm for GFP and 
633 nm for ChAT).   
Image and stratification analysis of the GENSAT mice 
 All original Zeiss 3D scan files (“lsm” format) were deposited without image 
processing at the GENSAT website. Images were viewed in Imaris (Bitplane). The 
images shown in this paper were processed in the following ways: All scans were 
first median filtered either within 3 x 3 x 1 or 3 x 3 x 3 neighbourhoods. Horizontal 
ONL, INL and GCL sections (Fig. 4 and Fig. 8) were obtained by averaging the 
image frames corresponding to the different nuclear layers. Vertical sections of 
Figure 3b; 4b–c; 5 (except for Ier5); 6; 7; 8a–b, h–i; 9; 10a–b; 12c, f; 
(Supplementary Fig. 15) are optical 30-100 micron thick z-sections from the 3D 
scans. The rest of the vertical sections are either cryo- or vibratome sections. After 
obtaining horizontal or vertical projections, the images were exported from Imaris as 
“tif” files and opened in Adobe Photoshop. Images were next cropped, and if visibility 
required the contrast was adjusted using the “Curves” command. This later operation 
was needed in some cases when background “salt and pepper” noise was very high. 
This background noise was always maximum above the GCL corresponding to the 
Müller cell end feet and decreased exponentially towards the INL. This noise was 
only seen in some retinas and probably caused by long (weeks or months) stay in 
fixative since we could not observe this noise in any of the retinas that were freshly 
prepared after 30 minutes of fixation. This “salt and pepper” noise could be 
differentiated from cellular labeling based on feature size and location. 
Quantification of stratification was performed in Mathematica (Wolfram Research) by 
a program written by B.R. (Supplementary Fig. 15). The main problem for 
stratification analysis is the curvature of the mounted retina. This can be corrected 
using the ChAT strata as reference 18. The original Zeiss “lsm” scan file with three 
channels (GFP, DAPI and ChAT) representing the depth in the retina from the 
ganglion cell side) was imported to Mathematica and stored as a “3 x 512 x 512 x n” 
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matrix (“3” refers to the GFP, ChAT and DAPI channels, each frame is 512 x 512 
pixels, n = 100-200 represents number of frames). This matrix was first trimmed on 
each side to yield a “3 x 500 x 500 x n” matrix and divided into 10 x 10 pieces 
(Supplementary Fig. 15a) resulting in 100 “3 x 50 x 50 x n” blocks. In each block, 
each of the three channels was averaged, frame by frame, to yield 100 curves of 
length “n” for GFP, ChAT and DAPI (Supplementary Fig. 15b). First all curves were 
normalized in amplitude to span a range from zero to one (Supplementary Fig. 
15c). Next each of the 100 ChAT curves were stretched and shifted to position the 
two ChAT-peaks at 0 and 100 on the “x” axis. The stretch and shift factors obtained 
for each ChAT curve were then applied to each of the 100 corresponding GFP and 
DAPI curves (Supplementary Fig. 15d). After this “unbending” procedure the 100 
curves of each channel were averaged and yielded the final stratification for GFP 
labeled processes in the IPL as shown for example on Figure 3b. Since all curves 
were normalized to the ChAT bands, these GFP stratifications could be compared 
between different mouse lines. A key point in yielding narrow stratification bands was 
the use of the ChAT peaks for normalization and not the DAPI labeled borders which 
are locally variable due to protrusion of cell bodies to the IPL. In some cases the “salt 
and pepper” noise was removed by subtracting a fitted exponential from the GFP 
curve (Doc2b and Cartpt of Fig. 5 and 10). 
Next, each stratification patterns were represented as binary strings for grouping and 
comparison. The basis for this “digitalization” procedure was shown on Figure 3a–b. 
The ChAT, Calretinin, Th and PKC antibodies divide the IPL into nine strata and 
artificial division of the PKC labeled IPL band into two further strata yields a total of 
10 strata. Since the location of the Calretinin, Th and PKC antibody labeled strata are 
“fixed” compared to the ChAT strata 17 all ten strata can be recovered in each mouse 
lines with only ChAT labeling. The binary string had 11 entries, the first 
corresponding to the OPL and the last 10 corresponding to the ten IPL strata. An 
entry was “1” if a peak of the GFP curve was localized in that stratum and “0” 
otherwise. For GFP curves that labeled thicker bands the borders were determined 
and “1” was assigned in strata between the borders. If only or dominantly Müller cells 
were labeled, we defined the stratification pattern for all strata “0”. The assignment of 
binary strings to each GFP pattern was not done automatically but assigned by S.S. 
and B.R.  The collection of mouse lines with the same binary string representations 
was called “Equivalent stratification groups”.  
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Supplementary Figure 15. Analysis of IPL stratification. a, Each 3D scan was divided into 10 x 10 
smaller blocks (see Experimental Procedures). Top and side view of a scan from Kcng4 is shown. “n” 
refers to the number of frames, each block is 50 x 50 pixel. b, Stratification in each block was calculated 
for GFP (green), ChAT (red) and DAPI (blue) by averaging intensity values in each frame. c, Each 
ChAT curve in b was shifted and stretched to position the location of the two ChAT peaks to 0 and 100 
on the “x” axis. d, GFP curves were then also shifted and stretched using the shifted and stretched 
parameters of the ChAT curves. Scale bar, 20 µm. 
 “Connectivity score”: In the inner retina two cells can only be synaptical-connected if 
they do have dendrites or axon terminals in the same stratum. This simple principle 
can be used to search for mouse lines (“candidates”) in which the GFP labeled inner 
retinal cell types have the potential to be connected to a cell type of interest (“query”). 
The search was performed using a connectivity score which ranks the mouse lines 
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according to the number of commonly labeled strata in the candidate and query 
mice. We defined connectivity score as the number of commonly labeled strata 
divided by the number of all distinct strata in the query and candidate retinas. 
Formally the connectivity score is the dot product of the last 10 digits of the candidate 
and query binary stratification strings divided by the total number of distinct positions 
filled with “1” in the candidate and query strings. The first digit, which refers to GFP 
labeling in the OPL was not used for calculating the connectivity score. For example 
if the last 10 digits of the candidate string are 0101010000 and of the query string are 
0000010000, the dot product is 1. The number of distinct positions with “1’ is 3. The 
connectivity score is then 1/3. If the connectivity score is 0, the cells labeled in the 
candidate and query, are not connected. If the connectivity score is 1, the candidate 
and query cells are either the same or have the same stratification pattern in the IPL.  
Two-Photon Imaging and Patch Clamp recordings 
The retinas were isolated under dim light in Ringer’s medium (in mM: 110 NaCl, 2.5 
KCl, 1 CaCl2, 1.6 MgCl2, 10 D-glucose, 22 NaHCO3, bubbled with 5% CO2/95% O2), 
mounted ganglion cell side up onto a filter paper (MF-membrane, Millipore) with a 2 x 
2 mm hole and superfused with the same Ringer’s medium heated to 35–36°C for 
the duration of the experiment. For sections, the retina was mounted on a filter 
paper, ganglion cell side down, and sections were cut with a tissue chopper to a 
thickness of approx. 200 µm. A tuneable 800-1020 nm laser line from a Mai Tai HP 
two-photon laser (Spectra Physics) was attenuated by polarization optics and a 
Pockels cell (Conoptics, Model 302), and was scanned using mirrors (Cambridge 
Technologies) mounted on a modified Nikon upright microscope. The laser energy at 
the position of the retina was 5-20 mW. The GFP signal was detected with a Photo 
Multiplier Tube (Hamamatsu). The retina was stimulated with a DLP projector (V-332, 
PLUS Vision Corp, Japan) through the lamp port of the microscope. Whole-cell 
recordings were made using an Axon Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). 
Patch electrodes were made from borosilicate glass (BF100-50-10, Sutter 
Instruments) pulled to 7 – 9 MΩ, and filled with (in mM): for the genetic address book 
either with: 5 CsCl, 113.7 CsMeSO4, 1 MgSO4, 7.8 x 10–3 CaCl2, 0.1 EGTA, 10 
HEPES, 4 ATP-Na2, 0.5 GTP-Na3, 7.75 neurobiotin chloride (pH 7.2) or 7.75 CsCl, 
110.3 CsCH3SO3, 1 MgSO4, 7.8 x 10–3 CaCl2, 0.5 BAPTA, 10 HEPES, 4 ATP-Na2, 
0.5 GTP-Na3, 5 Qx314, 2.19 Lucifer yellow (pH 7.2). For the “molecular logic of cell 
types” part, the intracellular solution was: 130 KCl, 8 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 1 CaCl2, 5 
EGTA, 4 MgATP; pH was adjusted to 7.3 with (KOH) and Lucifer yellow was added 
(1 mg/ml)85. Data was analyzed offline with Mathematica (Wolfram Research) and 
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Matlab (Mathworks). Currents were recorded by voltage clamping cells at -60 mV. 
Voltage was recorded by clamping the cell at 0 mA. All chemicals were obtained from 
Sigma, with the exception of ATP (Labforce) and neurobiotin (Vector Laboratories). 
Dissociation of retina and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)  
Mice were adult (average age: P66, youngest: P39, oldest: P243), animal sexes 
were randomly chosen. Biological triplicates of one genotype were always done in 
the morning at the same time and with maximum one hour delay between the first 
and the last sample. 40 µl Papain (Roche) was activated in 40 µl Cystein/EDTA mix 
(25 mM Cysteine (Sigma) + 5 mM EDTA (Amresco), pH around 6-7) and 320 µl 4-
(2)-Hydroxythy(l)piperazine-1-ethansulfonic acid (HEPES, 100 mM, Fluka) and 
Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS, Sigma) mix for 15 minutes at 37°C. The retina 
was prepared in HBSS, then immediately added to the activated papain and 
incubated for 5 minutes at 37°C. For PV, the incubation was extended 2 minutes. 
The solution was spun down for 2.5 minutes at 1,600 rpm and the supernatant 
removed. 1 ml HBSS/ 2% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (vol/vol) was added, spun 
down and the supernatant was removed. Then, 800 µl HBSS/ 2% fetal calf serum 
was added and gently triturated 10-15 times with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette until 
retinal tissue dissociated. The solution was filtered through a 70 µm cup filcons (BD) 
into a 5 ml polypropylene round-bottom Falcon tube (BD). 
The sorts were done in MoFlo (Cytomation, Fort Collins, USA) with the bandpass-
filter for GFP HQ515/30 and RFP HQ616/26. Gating was done with Summit Software 
V 4.3.01 Build 2449 after a couple of thousands events were recorded and the 
population of cell types of interest could be estimated. The first gate was set on the 
fluorescence population (Fig. 16 a-b). This gate was then back-gated on the total un-
gated events to estimate the size (forward scatter) and the granularity (side scatter) 
of the fluorescence positive cells. Here, we have set our second gate to exclude cell 
debris. With the third gate on the pulse-width, we excluded any duplets or clumps. If 
the cell number was sufficient, we sorted our cells in single cell drop mode that 
allows us the greatest purity of the sort. For analyzing the number of dead cells, we 
added propidium iodide (PI, Sigma-Aldrich, 25 µg/ml in PBS) to our cell suspension.  
 
After setting the gates, 200 fluorescence positive cells were sorted at RT into a low-
binding tube (Eppendorf) containing 60 µl extraction buffer (TRI reagent, Sigma-
Aldrich). The tube was shortly vortexed, quickly spun down, left to lyse at RT and 
stored at -80C until further processing. 
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RNA isolation, amplification and microarray profiling 
All samples were obtained in biological triplicates per genotype for microarray gene 
expression profiling. Triplicates were processed separately (to even out the 
processing bias) in batches of maximum 12 samples (to lessen the extent of RNA 
degradation). Total RNA from samples containing 200 cells was isolated with the 
PicoPure RNA isolation kit (Arcturus) with the following modifications. The tubes 
were incubated at 42°C for 10 minutes and vortexed at low speed. Total RNA was 
treated with 10 units of DNase I (Qiagen) for 15 minutes to remove any remaining 
genomic DNA and eluted in 8 µl elution buffer. The RNA quality was assessed using 
RNA 6000 PicoChips with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. No traces of DNA were 
detected; degradation of the ribosomal RNA was absent. The rRNA represented 90–
95% of total RNA and a ratio of 28S/18S equal to 1.9–2.2 was recorded indicating 
that the extractions met the criteria for downstream genetic analysis. 
 
Total RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed using 4 µM T7-(dT)24/T7-(dN)6 
primer mix (Affymetrix) and 150 units Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) 
in a volume of 10 µl. Synthesis of second-strand cDNA was performed by adding 4 
mM dNTPs, 6 units DNA Polymerase I, and 0.4 units RNase H in a 20 µl reaction 
volume. cRNA was produced by in vitro transcription (IVT) with a T7 RNA 
polymerase at 37°C for 14 hours using the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion) as per 
manufacturer's instructions. For the second cycle, the first-strand cDNA was 
synthesized using 0.2 µg random primers from 9 µl of purified cRNA. The second-
strand cDNA was produced using 10 µM T7-(dN)6 primer and 40 units DNA 
polymerase at 16°C for two hours, after which 10 units T4 DNA polymerase 
(Invitrogen) were added and incubation continued for another 10 minutes. The cDNA 
was in vitro transcribed with a T7 RNA polymerase at 37°C for 16 hours. The single-
strand cDNA was synthesized using 10 µg purified cRNA in the presence of 4 µg 
random primers, 0.2 M DTT, 12 mM dNTP + dUTP and 750 units Superscript II 
(Roche Diagnostics) in a total volume of 20 µl. The cRNA was hydrolyzed with 2 
units RNase H at 37°C for 40 minutes. The sense cDNA was purified and eluted in 
28 µl elution buffer. Amplified products were purified using the GeneChip cDNA 
Sample Cleanup Module (Affymetrix) applying a 6,000g centrifugation speed during 
the first two steps. To improve the recovery from the columns, water or elution buffer 
were spun into the matrix at 50g and then left to stand for 4 minutes prior to 16,000g 
centrifugation. Quantity and purity of the cRNA and cDNA produced during the first 
and second rounds were evaluated using the NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer 
(Nanodrop Technologies). 
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The cDNA was then fragmented by UDG (uracil DNA glycosylase) and APE 1 
(apurinic/apyrimidic endonuclease 1) and biotin-labeled with TdT (terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase) using the GeneChip WT Terminal labeling kit 
(Affymetrix). Hybridization was performed using 5 µg of biotinylated target, which was 
incubated with the GeneChip Gene 1.0 ST array (Affymetrix) at 45°C for 16 hours. 
Following hybridization, nonspecifically bound nucleotides were removed by 
washing, and detection of specifically bound target was performed using the 
GeneChip Hybridization, Wash and Stain kit, and the GeneChip Fluidics Station 450 
(Affymetrix). The arrays were scanned using the GeneChip Scanner 3000 7G 
(Affymetrix) and CEL files acquired using the GeneChip Command Console Software 
(Affymetrix).  
 
Data analysis 
All data analysis was done with self-written scripts in R (version 2.11.1). After 
obtaining the CEL files for each gene array, all CEL files were normalized using the 
“rma” function in the bioconductor package “oligo”. The resulting text file contained 
the normalized expression values for 35,556 probes in log2 scale. We removed the 
probes, where a gene entry had not been annotated yet, and we removed the 
duplicated annotated genes. The leftover 22,347 genes formed the Raw Data 
containing for each gene the values for the biological triplicate across all mouse lines 
(14 × 3). For each biological triplicate for a gene, we calculated the median (Median 
Data). The standard fold-change threshold was in all cases: log2 (1.75). One mouse 
line or a combination of different mouse lines of interest were defined as the selected 
combination (sc). The remaining non-selected mouse lines were defined as the non-
selected combination (n-sc). All analysis was done comparing sc versus n-sc.  
Removing columns: Due to the fact that the Pdgfra and Chrna3 mouse lines are 
mixed with rod and cone photoreceptors, respectively, we removed for the cell type-
specific analyzes the columns to unmask the specific genes.   
Calculating fold-change: For each gene row in the Median Data,  the minimum 
expression value of sc was subtracted from the maximum expression value of n-sc.  
Calculating significance: We used the “Wilcoxon Rank Sum and Signed Rank Tests”  
(wilcox.test) function and calculated for each gene the difference between sc versus 
n-sc using the RawData.  
Calculating highest-expressed genes for sc: We used three selection criteria: First, 
the expression value for sc must be higher than for n-sc. Second, a high fold-change 
difference between sc and n-sc, and third, the significance within the biological 
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triplicate should be high. Out of 22,347 genes a list of genes was generated for sc. 
We plotted the 25 highest expressed genes (25-top) in a heatmap using the function 
heatmap.plus with the colors of the RColorBrewer library. The expression values are 
normalized by subtracting from the Median Data the minimum value within the 
Median Data of the 25-top, divided, by the maximum value within the Median Data of 
the 25-top, subtracted by the minimum of the Median Data. The first 0.125 % of the 
normalized values were colored in dark. The fold-change and the significance values 
were color-coded and plotted next to the heatmap.  
Hierarchical clustering: The Median Data or Raw Data were analysed with the 
pvclust function using the mcquitty cluster method and the minkowski distance 
measurement. 
Calculating noisiness of Data: We summed the standard deviation for each gene that 
passes the threshold, and divided it by the mean of the gene across all cell types.  
Calculating standard deviation using the sd function.  
 
Venn-Diagram: We used from the library (limma) the function vennDiagram. For all 
Venn-Diagram analysis, we removed Pdgfra that would overlap with the rodb2. 
Furthermore, the lists for analysis contained only genes that passed in previous 
analysis the threshold.  
Pairwise-Correlation plot: We used the cor function to compute the correlation using 
the Pearson correlation coefficient. 
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Gene  
 
Reference Gene  
 
Reference 
Abcg2 86 Fabp4 102 
Anxa2 87 Foxs1 103 
Arr3 88 Frmd7 104 
Basp1 89 Fscn2 105 
Bex1 90 Gabrd 56 
Bex2 90 Gabrr1 106 
Cabp1 91 Gabrr2 106 
Cabp5 55 Gad1 64 
Cacna1f 92 Gckr 107 
Cacna2d3 93 Gfra2 108 
Cacna2d4 66 Gjc1 46 
Cartpt 94 Gnao1 109 
Chrna3 95 Gnat2 110 
Chrna6 96 Gnb1 51 
Clrn1 97 Gnb5 111 
Cnga1 51 Gng13 109 
Cngb3 98 Grp 112 
Crx 99 Gsbs 113 
Efemp1 100 Guca1a 53 
Elavl3 101 Igfbp2 114 
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Gene  
 
Reference Gene  
 
Reference 
Igfbp6 115 Rd3 143 
Ina 116 Rdh12 144 
Kcnh7 117 Reep6 145 
Kcnip1 118 Resp18 146 
Mab21l1 62 Rgs2 147 
Mapk10 119 Rgs6 58 
Marcksl 120 Rit2 148 
Mbd3 121 Rom1 149 
Ncald 122 Rp1h 150 
Nefl 123 Rpgrip1 151 
Neurod1 63 Rtbdn 152 
Npy 124 Sag 153 
Nr2e3 75 Scgn 154 
Nr2f2 125 Slc10a4 59, 155 
Nrn1 126 Slc17a6 155 
Nrn1l 127 Slc17a7 155 
Nxnl1 71 Slc18a3 57 
Nxnl2 128 Slc32a1 141 
Opn1mw 129 Slc38a1 156 
Opn1sw 130 Slc6a9 157 
Otx2 68, 69 Slitrk6 158 
P2rx2 131 Sncg 159 
Pax6 70 Sox2 160 
Pcdhb9 132 Sparcl1 161 
Pcp2 133 Sstr2 162 
Pde6a 51 Stc1 163 
Pde6b 51 Tcfap2b 37 
Pde6c 134 Tgfb3 164 
Pde6g 135 Trpm1 54 
Pde6h 136 Tulp1 165 
Pomc 137 Unc119 166 
Pou4f1 138 Vax2 61 
Ppargc1a 60 Vip 167 
Ppp3ca 139 Vsx2 71 
Prkca 17 Vtn 168 
Ptn 140 Wdr17 169 
Pvalb 141 Zic4 170 
Rbp3 142   
Rcvrn 52   
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